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Stacking disorder and polytypism in zussmanite

Devro A. JrnrrRsoNl

Department of Mineralogy ond petrology
Downing Place, Cambridge, England

Abstract

. The stacking disorder observed in zussmanite has been investigated by X-ray diffrac-
t ion methods. Two types of disorder have been found, one corresponding to a moderately
disordered version of the accepted rhombohedral structure, and the other to a severely
disordered arrangement with triclinic symmetry. Electron probe microanalysis has shown thatthese states correspond to co_mpositionr upprou.ttrng the id;ar formula, KFl,rsi,rAloor(oH)r.,
and one in which almost al l  potassium ir."*ou.i  and up to r.s pe.cent manganese is sub-

rrder reveals that in the former state there is a'native polytypes with tr icl inic symmetry, and
an form, the disorder being nonrandom in both
o-layer polytypes have been observed. but onlv
n of the disorder as a result of the removal of
d polytype formation is suggested as resulting
strain in the structure.

Introduction
The existence of mineral structures exhibiting cer-

tain forms of crystallographic disorder has been
known for many years. Mathematical models have
been proposed for such systems, especially the dis_
placement and substitutional disordeis often found in
layer silicates. The first general treatment in this field
was that of Hendricks and Teller (1942), specialized
cases of this theory being applied to cloie_packed
structures by Wilson (1942) and others, and the the_

The study of displacement stacking disorder in zuss_

'Present address: Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories, The
Univers i ty  Cot lege of  Wales,  Aberystwyth,  Sy23 lNE. U.K.

manite formed part of a more general investigation
of this type of disorder in layer sil icates, the principal
aim being to determine the type of disorder directly
from the observed X-ray diffraction data, in a similar
manner to that employed in a normal crystal-struc-
ture investigation. One part of this study, concerning
stacking disorder in wollastonite, has already been
reported (Jefferson and Bown, 1973). With zussman_
ite, the investigation had a much wider scope, a
study of the disorder leading to the discovery of
hitherto unreported polytypes of the basic zussmanite
structure. A link between the presence of disorder in
the structure and ionic substitution was also in-
vestigated.

Structure

Zussmanite was discovered in 1960 by S. O. Agrell,

?_"d,:r a preliminary investigation by Agrell et al.
(1965) was given the ideal formula KFe,rSirrAIOo,
(OH),., and assigned to space group R3 or R3 wit-h
a triple hexagonal cell of dimensions q : I l.66 A and
c : 28.69 A. Zussmanite was shown to be a new
type of layer sil icate by Lopes-Vieira and Zussman
(1969). A plan of one layer of their structure (hereaf-
ter referred to as the LZ structure) is shown in
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Frc. I (a) Idealized projection onto the plane of the layers of one zussmanite layer in terms

of coordination polyhedra, (b) similar projection for the ideal mica layer, (c) displacement vec-

tors in mica, outlined against the octahedral component! (d) displacement vectors iri zussmanite

idealized form in Figure la, together with an ideal-
ized projection of a mica layer for comparison (Fig.
t b ) .

In micas the structural layers consist of an octahe-
dral component, essentially two close-packed planes
of 02- and OH- anions, with cations situated in the
octahedral interstices. Fil l ing of only two-thirds of or
all of the interstices produces di- and tri-octahedral
micas respectively. The octahedral component is
flanked on each side by tetrahedral components, con-
sisting of infinite sheets of six-membered rings of
inwardly-pointing SiOo tetrahedra, with the apical
02- anions of those tetrahedra being part of the
close-packed layers in the octahedral component.
Complete structural layers are bonded to one another
by large cations situated betwen six-membered rings
on the adjacent sides of neighboring layers.

Similarlv. in zussmanite the lavers consist of an

octahedral component, in this case trioctahedral,

flanked by tetrahedral components, but differ from

those in micas in that the tetrahedral components are

not continuous sheets of six-membered rings. ln-

stead, those rings are isolated from one another, and

are l inked by three-membered rings of tetrahedra,
which are above the plane of six-membered rings and

are also bonded to the six-membered rings of the next

layer. Hence there are sil icon-oxygen bonds between

layers, in addition to potassium cations situated, as

in micas, between six-membered rings on the upper

and lower surfaces of adjacent layers. The non-

continuous nature of the tetrahedral component ne-

cessitates alarger repeat unit in the plane ofthe layers

than in micas, and the unit cell is correspondingly
larger. Eggleton (1972) has recently shown that the

structure of sti lpnomelane is constructed along sim-

ilar, although more complex l ines.
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Two of the most interesting features of layer sili-
cates are the large numbers of polytypic2 structures
observed and the frequent occurrence of stacking
disorders, which in micas have been interpreted as
extremely fine intergrowths of different polytypes
(Smith and Yoder, 1956). Both features arise from
the method of construction of the layers. In the ideal-
ized mica structure no displacement of one complete
layer relative to another can occur at the level of the
interlayer cations, since the six-membered rings on
adjacent layers must superimpose directly to accom-
modate those cations. However, within any given
layer, some offset between tetrahedral networks on
the upper and lower surfaces is inevitable, owing to
the fact that the octahedral component consists of
two sheets of close-packed ions. In the mica structure
three different offsets or displacement vectors (Fig.
lc) are immediately obvious and are designated U,_r.
Three additional vectors LJ'r_, are possible if the oc-
tahedral component is rotated through 180o. When
the layers are stacked in the crystal, the displacement
vectors employed in subsequent layers determine the
potytype obtained, and where the sequence ofvectors
is not regular, a stacking disorder results.

With zussmanite, owing to the more complex re-
peat unit within the layers, the number of different
displacement vectors possible is much greater (Fig.
ld), there being thirteen, designated Vr_r, and a fur-
ther thirteen, V'r_r, if allowance is made for lg0.
rotation of the octahedral component in successive
layers. In the LZ structure all the layers are stacked
by the vector Vr, components (2/3,1/3) producing a
rhombohedral lattice which in the course of this in-
vestigation was given the designation 3R (l). Lopes-
Vieira and Zussman observed that considerable
stacking disorder was present in the structure, as
shown by streaks in the reciprocal lattice per-
pendicular to the plane of the layers, and attributed
this to the occasional use of alternative displacement
vectors. The principal object of this study was to
investigate the arrangement and possible causes of
these'stacking mistakes'.

Disorder

Rotation of octahedra

A diagram of the reciprocal lattice of zussmanite,
projected onto the plane of the layers, is shown in

2 The term 'polytypism' throughout this paper refers to struc-
tures which are based upon different stacking arrangements of
structurally similar but not necessarily identical layers.

Figure 2. Lopes-Vieira and Zussman found that all
reflections showed some degree of streaking parallel
to cx, except those with indices obeying the condi-
tion k : 3h L. l3n, which were sharp and relatively
stronger than the rest. Such sharp, strong reflections
are another common feature of layer silicates, and
have been explained as arising from planes within the
structure which can be indexed on a 'sub-cell' having
the same height as the conventional cell, but with a
and b axes parallel to and equal in magnitude to the
octahedron edges. In the LZ structure this sub-cell
also has rhombohejral symmetry, and as the ar-
rangement of successive octahedral components is
rhombohedral irrespective of which of the dis-
placement vectors Vr-r, is used, spots corresponding
to this sub-cell will always be sharp. Sub-cell spots of
this type can only be streaked out parallel to c* if
rotation of successive octahedral components occurs,
upsetting the rhombohedral stacking arrangement of
octahedra.

For the initial examination, four samples of zuss-
manite, all from the same locality but from different
mineral assemblages, were supplied by Dr. S. O.
Agrell, Department of Mineralogy and Petrology,
University of Cambridges. X-ray oscillation exam-
ination showed a wide variation in the strength of the
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Ftc. 2. Reciprocal lattice ofzussmanite projected onto the plane
of the layers, showing the true cell and the sub-cell.

O-general reflections
O-general sub-cell reflectrons
@-sub-cell reflections obeying the condition 2h + k = 3n

J,:
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b)

Frc. 3. Zero-level, c-axis precession photographs of zussmanite. a) moderately disordered rhombohedral type. b) severely disordered

triclinic type (monochromatic cobalt Ka radiation, 30 kV, 20 mA)

a't

diffuse streaks exhibited by the crystals studied, and
hence of the degree of disorder present. None of the
crystals selected could be described as completely
perfect, although two closely approached this ideal,
but most showed considerable disorder and some
gave very l itt le indication of any rhombohedral max-
ima on the diffuse streaks. Several of the more se-
verely disordered crystals were examined in greater
detail by Weissenberg methods to try and find evi-
dence for l80o rotation ofsuccessive octahedral com-
ponents, and in a few cases a very slight streaking of
sub-cell maxima was observed. In these cases faint
extra maxima appeared along the sub-cell rows corre-
sponding to the alternative rhombohedral orienta-
tion, but there was no evidence to indicate any possi-
bility of structures having ordered rotations of the
octahedral components. It is true for most micas also,
that mixtures of 0o and l80o rotations do not occur
in the octahedral components, and Radoslovich
(1963) attributed this to the nonhexagonal nature of
the six-membered rings within the structure. Where
the six-membered rings in micas show near-hex-
agonal symmetry, as in fluor-polylithionite (Takeda
and Burnham, 1969), polytypes based on successive
rotations do occur, and recent studies by Zhouklistov

'Specimen numbers A2125 and A2138 (Collectors Nos.) and
102459 and 102480 (Mineralogical Museum, University of Cam-
bridge).

et al. (1973) have shown that this can occur in mtcas
with nonhexagonal rings. The Radoslovich ex-
planation cannot hold for zussmanite, however, since

the six-membered rings are very nearly hexagonal. In

all the crystals examined, the sub-cell spots obeying
the condition that 2k + h : 3r were perfectly sharp,
even when other sub-cell reflections showed slight

streaking. These 2h + k = 3n reflections corre-

sponded to planes in the structure unaffected even by
rotations of the octahedral components, and would

only be streaked if there were variations in the inter-
layer spacing.

Range of disorder obserued

When crystals were examined on a precession in-

strument to show the streaks in greater detail, i t was

evident that two extremes of disorder existed in the
material. These are illustrated by the zero-level a-axis
precession photographs of Figure 3. The first type,
which was the most common, could be described as a
disordered rhombohedral arrangement, sti l l  retaining
the rhombohedral spots but not always having true

rhombohedral symmetry if the actual shapes of the

streak profi les were considered. The second type was

tricl inic, with no trace of rhombohedral spots, and

only very broad maxima on the streaks, it being

impossible to find any simple lattice corresponding to

these maxima. Some crystals appeared to represent

an intermediate stage between these two extremes.
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The exact symmetry in each case was determined by
recording the zero- and first-level precession photo-
graphs with the [00], [ l l0] and [010] directions in
the triple hexagonal cell as the precession axis.

When observed optically in thin sections, many
crystals of zussmanite showed a marked change in
birefringence along lines parallel to the basal cleav-
age, and this has been attributed to a pronounced
zoning of manganese by Agrell and Long (unpub-
lished). All the crystals init ially used for X-ray exam-
ination were from crushed samples, so some single
crystals were then removed from thin sections. Before
being mounted on the precession instrument, these
crystals were carefully cleaved to separate the parts of
different birefringence, which were then examined
separately. Without exception the outer margins of
the crystals showed the near-complete disorder of
Figure 3b, while the central regions gave the rhom-
bohedral-type pattern of Figure 3a. The effect was
subsequently noted on crystals from crushed samples
which were cleaved in the same manner, and careful
cleaving of a relatively large crystal into several
pieces, each fragment being examined in turn,

Wt o/o Mn
O severely disordered f ragments
! moderalely disordered fragments
O nearly perfect fragments
o  c rys ta l  A
!  c rys ta l  B

S'3

showed that the change in the type of disorder oc-
curred suddenly at the boundary between the regions
of different birefringence, there being no gradual
transition.

Microprobe analysis

Several crystals from thin sections were examined
in the manner described above, and were sub-
sequently transferred to and mounted upon glass
slides, polished, and analyzed by the electron micro-
probe using the method of Sweatman and Long
(1969). Analyses of these fragments, and of some of
the crystals from crushed samples which were also
exAmined, varied considerably from the original
chemical analysis of Agrell et al. (1965). The varia-
tion in manganese content originally noted by Agrell
and Long was found to be from 0.5 to 3.5 weight
percent, and a related variation in the potassium and
aluminum contents was also observed. These rela-
tions can be seen by plotting the weight percentages
of manganese against those of potassium and alumi-
num, as in Figure 4. The analyses fall into two main
groups, corresponding to fragarents of the crystals
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FIc. 4 Weight percentages of manganese plotted against those of (a) aluminum and (b) potassium. Crystals A and B refer to the
rhombohedral and triclinic crystals used in the detailed X-ray study of the disorder.
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from the outer edges parallel to the basal cleavage,
and those fragments from the central regions. Edge
fragments, with a manganese content of approxi-
mately 2.5 to 3.5 weight percent, and aluminum and
potassium contents of 0.0 to 1.0 and 0.0 to 0.25
weight percentages respectively, were those giving the
severely disordered triclinic patterns, whereas the
central fragments showing the moderately disordered
rhombohedral patterns possessed manganese, alumi-
num and potassium contents of 0.0 to 2.0, 1.0 to 3.0
and 1.0 to 1.5 weight percentages respectively. The
analyses of crystals from crushed samples also
showed the same behavior, those giving well-ordered
X-ray diffraction patterns having low manganese and
high potassium and aluminum contents, whereas the
severely disordered crystals showed the opposite
characteristics. A clear link could therefore be seen
between the degree and type of disorder present and

the variation of manganese and potassium/aluminum
content in these crystals.

The variation in the disorder across crystals in thin
section was also observed by electron diffraction. Sec-
tions containing zussmanite crystals were thinned by
ion bombardment (Barber, 1970) and examined in an
AEI EM6G electron microscope, enabling the varia-
tion in the degree of disorder to be observed in the
selected-area diffraction mode. Although the diffrac-
tion patterns obtained always appeared to be rela-
tively heavily disordered, a distinction could still be
drawn between the two types of pattern, and it was
again noted that the change in the type of disorder
present occurred relatively suddenly on scanning
across the crystals. More recently, this change in the
degree of disorder has been observed directly by
bright-field lattice resolution techniques (Jefferson

and Thomas. 1974\.

X-rav analvsis

Experimental

To try to understand more completely the nature
of the stacking processes occurring within each type

of disordered crystal, an attempt was made to in-
vestigate the disorder directly using the method of
Zachariasen (1947). This method leads to the deter-
mination of an 'average Patterson function' of the
type first described by Cochran and Howells (1954),

showing the average disposition of neighboring layers
in the structure with respect to any given layer. It was
hoped that, as in the complementary study of wol-
lastonite, this approach would give information
about flrst- and second-neighboring layers in each

crystal much more readily than the trial and error

construction of various models to explain the ob-

served streak profiles. Crystals representative of each
extreme of disorder were chosen, and three-dimen-

sional data for both crystals were collected by the
precession method, using monochromatic cobalt Ka-

radiation. Streak profiles were measured on a densi-

tometer, and corrected for Lorentz and polarization

factors, using a modified version of the polarization

correction given by Azaroff(1955). No allowance for

deviation of the polarization factor of the plane

graphite monochromator from its ideal value'such as

that described by Hope (1971) was made, as it was felt

that the accuracy of the measurements was in-

sufficient to warrant such a correction. Measure-

ments were corrected for absorption and experimen-

tal broadening using the methods of Wuensch and
Prewitt (1965) and Stokes (1948), the corrected pro-

fi les being divided by the form-factor lGl" of one

layer of theLZ structure to obtain 'unitary' intensity

profi les, lGl'being evaluated as a continuous func-

tion in reciprocal space. For both crystals rows of

spots with k : 3h I l3n were completely sharp.

If it is assumed that the displacement vectors have

the ideal values of Figure ld, it can be shown that

there are six unique unitary intensity profi le shapes

for a tricl inic crystal, and only two for a rhombohe-

dral crystal, all unitary profi les having one of these

shapes, although displaced by varying amounts in the

c* direction. The measured unitary profiles were

therefore classified into these six (or two) types, aver-

aged to give mean unitary intensity profiles, and then

Fourier inverted to give average Patterson functions.

As the intensity distribution in reciprocal space was

continuous only along rows parallel to cx, the inverse

transformation was effectivelY

s s  1 1 / 2

P(u,u, *) : 'oi 
J_,,r 

rnnQ) exP (-2ti lw) dl

'exp l-2zri(hu I ku)i

I1,e()being the unitary intensity profile for a given ft

and k. The integral part was first evaluated for each
of  the s ix  mean uni tary prof i les,  us ing w :  1,2,3,4,
producing Patterson coefficients, which when in-
cluded in the associated summation, synthesized the

first four sections of the average Patterson function.
In practice, assuming the ideal displacement vectors,
only the weights of the thirteen peaks in each section

had to be evaluated, and using the real and imaginary
parts of the six Patterson coefficients, plus the fact
that rows of spots with k : 3h + l3n were completely
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sharp, a system of equations could be set up to solve
for the required peak weights. Estimates of limits of
error in these weights could then be made by carrying
out the integral part of the transformation for each of
the unitary profiles before averaging, giving limits of
error in the Patterson coefficients which could then be
used to calculate limits of error in peak weights.

The average Patterson functions give, for all pos-
sible displacement vectors, the probability that the
next layer after any given layer will be stacked with
that particular displacement, and the same for the
next but one, and successive layers. They have been
interpreted as far as possible in terms of the existence
and continuing probabilities of Kakinoki and Ko-
mura (1965), full details of the process of inter-
pretation being reported elsewhere (Jefferson, 1973).
An existence probability llke fae is the probability
that any sequence of three successive displacement
vectors in the crystal will be V,VjVb. A continuing
probability, such as pijnt, is the probability that a
sequence V,VjVe will be immediately followed by V,.

Obviously, punt : fttu,/fuo. f, gives the proportion of
displacement vectors V,. In a crystal for which the
displacement vectors are randomly distributed, the
continuing probability for any sequence of vectors
ending in V, isf , the extent to whichp;;, pp etc. differ
from fi being a measure of the short-range order of
displacement vectors. Models resulting from the
final interpretation process were used to calculate
theoretical mean profiles, these being shown along-
side the experimentally measured ones in Figure 5.

Rhombohedral type

It could be definitely established that the vectors
Vr-, occurred in both crystals, and that Vr_,' oc-
curred in the moderately disordered rhombohedral
example, but within the maximum limits of error of
the Patterson peaks the existence of the last three
vectors could not be conclusively established in the
triclinic form. The best overall solutions for both
crystals are shown in Table l, values of all existence
and continuing probabilities involving the vectorq

b)

e)
FIc. 5. Measured (dashed lines) and computed (solid lines) mean streak unitary intensity

ray study; a and b-rhombohedral crystal, c to lr-triclinic crystal.
profiles for the crystals used in the detailed X-
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Tlelr I  Final existence and continuing probabil i t ies for both zussmanite crystals studied

F.honbohedral Crystal

Sequence f p

0.628(21)*  0 .628(21)
0 . 1 0 9 ( 1 1 )  0 . 1 0 9 ( 1 1 )
0. r.0e (11) 0. r.09 (1r-)
0 . 1 0 9 ( r . r )  0 . 1 0 9 ( L r )

111-1
tLL2
r113
r l l c

2LTL
2tIZ
2 I13
Z L  L 4

3111
31t2
3113
3LT4
411,1
4 IT2
4LL3
4II4

0 .  3 6 5
0.  010
0.  010
0. 01-0
0 .  010
0. 004
0. 004
0. 004
0 .  0 1 0
0. 004
0. 004
0.004
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 0 4
0.004
0.004

0 .  894
0 .  025
0 . 0 2 5
0 .  025
0 .48 r .
0 .  164
o .L64
0 . 1 6 4
0 . 4 8 1
0 .  164
0 .L64
0 . 1 6 4
0 .  481
0 . L 6 4
0 .  164
0 .164

1l-
12
1 3
L4
2I
22
Z J

24
31
32
J J

4 I
42
4 3
44

LL1**
t t 2
1l-3
LL4
2LI
272
2L3
2L4
311
312
J I J

J I 4

411
4t2
413
4L4

0 .487
0 . 0 4 1
0.  041
0.  041
0.  041
0.  034
0.  013
0.  013
0.  041
0. 0l_3
0.  034
0.  013
0 . 0 4 1
0.  0L3
0.  013
0.  034

0 . 4 0 8
0. 021-
0 . 0 2 1
0. 021-
o . o 2 r
0 .  009
0 . 0 0 s
0.  005
0.02L
0 . 0 0 5
0.  009
0.  00s
0.  021
0. 005
0.  005
0.  009

0 . 7 7 5
0 .  06s
0 .  065
0 .  055
0 . 3 7 2
0 .  312
0 .  119
0 .  119
0 . 3 7 2
0 .  r 1 9
0 .  3 1 2
0 . 1 1 9
0 . 3 7 2
0 . 1 1 9
0 .  119
n  ' 1 1 ?

0 .  8 3 8
0 .  044
0 . 0 4 4
0 .  044
0 .525
0 .2L7
0 . 1 1 3
0. l l "3
0 .525
0 .11 ,3
0 . 2 t 7
0 .  113
u .  ) 2 )
0 .  113
0 .  113
o . 2 t 7

I
2
5

4

TrLcllnic CrystaL

Sequence f p

I
2
3
4

0 .  3 9 8  ( 2 6 )
o.230(25)
0 .  19s  (28)
0 . 1 4 5  ( 2 s )

0 . 1 5 0
0 .  0 8 7
0 . 0 8 3
0 ,  0 5 9
0 . 0 8 7
0.  078
0.029
0 . 0 3 2
0 . 0 8 3
0.o29
0 . 0 6 0
0.  021
0 .  0 5 9
0.032
0 . 0 2 1
0.029

0 .  3 9 8  ( 2 6 )
0 .23O(25)
0 .19s  (28)
0 .  14s  (25)

0 . 3 7 7
o.2L9
0.  208
0.  148
0.  378
0 . 3 3 9
0. r27
0 .  1 3 8
o . 4 2 4
0. t-49
0.  308
0.  106
0 . 4 0 3
0.2L7
o.L42
0 . 1 9 9

l-1
L2
13
L4
2 T
2 2
2 3
24
3 t
) L

34
4L
4 2
4 3
44

*Maxfunul l imits of error (x 103)
**Probabil it les for sequence lnvolvtng three or more layers are given only

when different from lhose expected from a t$7o-layer node1. ALl proba-
b i l i t les  lnvo lv lng  the  vec tors  Vg_10 . r "  neg l -ec ted .

readily evaluated for f,,, f,,0,
were calculated from hisher

and fiim values, which
terms in the average

Vr-,0 being omitted, as these accounted to at most
less than five percent of the total displacement vectors
in the crystals. Limits of error inf values were deter-
mined directly from the l imits of error of the corre-
sponding Patterson peaks, but errors could not be so

probabil ity of a sequence of consecutive V, vectors
being further extended increased with the length of
the sequence up to a four-layer sequence at least, as
shown by the gradually increasing values of pn, prr,
ard prrrr. Similar behavior was found for the vectors
Vr, Vr, and Y +, pzz, and hence p, 

" 
and pae being consid-

erably greater than f", f", and f respectively, but no
significant increase of p"", with respect to p, could be
detected, indicating that the clustering of layers
stacked by V;type vectors was not as pronounced as
that found with layers stacked by V,. Litt le increase
in the values of p2s, pu, and p21was shown over those
expected for a random structure, indicating no great
tendency to form structures containing ordered se-

Patterson. However, l i tt le change in the overall val-
ues of existence and continuing probabil it ies was
noted when the peaks in these higher terms were
adjusted to the extremes of their l imits of error, which
ranged from five percent in the large peaks to almost
forty percent in the smaller ones.

For the disordered rhombohedral crystal, the
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quences of different Vr-type vectors, and sequences
involving V, ,o were of such low probabil ity that few
conclusions could be drawn regarding their role in
the crystal. When vector combinations of the VrVr-
type were considered, ptz, pn, and prn indicated a
general tendency against the formation of structures
containing such sequences, but examination of con-
tinuing probabil it ies of the type prrr, pnn, &rrd pzn
suggested that although a vector of the Vr-type was
not, in general, favored after a Vr-vector, Vr-type
vectors did have a higher continuing probabil ity than
that expected from a random model when following a
vector sequence like VrVr. This implies a tendency to
continue such VrV, sequences once they have been
initiated, however unfavorable it might be to start
such a sequence.

The disordered rhombohedral crystal can therefore
be regarded as fine intergrowths of the rhombohedral
3R(l) form of zussmanite and three different, but
symmetry-related, tricl inic polytypes, designated
lTc(2), lTc(3), and lTc(4)4, employing repeated use
of the displacement vectors Vr, Vr, and Vn respec-
tively. At the interfaces between these and the 3R(l)
polytype, there is a definite, although small, possi-
bil i ty of t iny regions of tricl inic polytypes involving
two-layer repeats of the type VrV, being formed,
structures of this type being designated 2Tc(1, 2),
2Tc (1 ,  3 ) ,  and  2Tc (1 ,  4 ) .

Triclinic type

When the severely disordered tricl inic crystal was
examined, agreement between experimental and cal-
culated mean unitary profi les was worse than that for
the rhombohedral crystal. This was largely because
the analysis could not be taken so far, there being no
strong trends towards ordering of displacement vec-
tors, such as those shown by V, vectors in the rhom-
bohedral example, to aid in the interpretation of
higher terms in the Patterson function. The peaks
shown in the experimental profi les of the tricl inic
crystal were also of no assistance, as they could not
be assigned to either a single lattice, or a super-
position of several lattices, and hence corresponded
to no definite polytypic modification. The disposition
of displacement vectors was, however, clearly differ-

a In the previously publ ished study of  wol lastoni te the one-,
three- and four-layer triclinic polytypes were designated lT,37,
and 4Z respectively. Use of this notation could cause difficulties in
zussmanite, where a trigonal structure, with ordered sequences of
the type VzVrV" is possible Thereafter triclinic polytypes of zuss-
mani te wi l l  therefore be referred to as lTc(2) ,2Tc(1,2) ,  etc. ,  rc-
serving the notation such as 3I for the truly trigonal structure.

ent from that of the first crystal, with more than half
of the layers being stacked by vectors other than V'.
The probabil ity of sequences of consecutive V' vec-
tors was actually less than that expected from a com-
pletely random model, p" being less than fr, and a
slight but definite tendency towards the formation of
sequences of the type VrV, was noted, irrespective of
the vectors preceding Vr. Sequences of the VrV, type
were however sti l l  favored, but not by so great a
margin as in the first crystal. As with the rhombohe-
dral example, the continuing probabil it ies of VrVr-
type sequences were more of less those expected from
a completely random model, and no definite con-
c lus ions could be drawn concerning sequences in-
volving the vectors V.-ro.

This second crystal is thought to be a further stage
in the overall variation of disorder in zussmanite,
where regions of 3R(l ) and lTc(2)-type structures are
so small that interfaces between them are just as
important, giving rise to a greater preponderance of
2Tc(1, 2)-type structures. Although the degree of dis-
order present (measured by the proportion of layers
with displacements other than Vt) has increased in
this crystal, this increase is not just to..vards a greater
randomness, but also involves a definite change in the
type of short-range order observed.

Isolation of polytypes

In the init ial examination, some crystals had been
observed to show faintly discernible extra maxima
along the streaks, although these were too faint to
index. In view of the evidence obtained for polytype
formation in the detailed X-ray study, a systematic
examination of over fifty crystals was made, to try to
find macroscopic examples of these alternative struc-
tures. The results of this examination are given in
Table 2. Although most crystals showed only the
3R( I ) structure, some gave zero-level precession pho-
tographs of the type shown in Figure 6a, with the
principal extra spots being due to the polytypes
lTc(2), lTc(3), and lTc(4). In some cases spots due
to the polytypes l7c(8) and 17c(10) were noted, but
some spots remained unexplained. Apart from the
extra spots, the streak profile shapes in this type of
crystal resembled those of Figure 3a. In all cases the
positions of the extra spots, relative to the (00/) max-
ima which were common to all polytypes, were mea-
sured with a travelling microscope and compared with
spot positions calculated for each of the alternative
one-layer polytypes (Figure 6b). No spots due to the
polytypes lTc(5-7)  and lZc( l1-13)  were ever  ob-
served, nor were any of the one-layer polytypes ever
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found to occur singly, or in crystals not showing Tnsr-E 2. Distr ibution of polytypic structures in the crystals

3R( l  )  spo ts .  examined

Some spots remained unexplained unti l a crystal
giving a zero-level precession photograph of the type
shown in Figure 6c was found. The spots in this
photograph could not be explained by any of the one-
layer triclinic forms, but fitted very well with the
positions predicted for a two-layer polytype for
which the displacement vector of the second layer
was V'rr. Six two-vector combinations would produce
this unit cell, and hence the same spot pattern,
namely V1 + Vs, V2 + Ve, V4 + V6, VE + V12, Vz +
Vro, and V11 + V13. To decide between these possi-
bil i t ies, the intensity distribution for each was calcu-
lated. On comparing these possibil i t ies with the meas-
ured relative intensities, shown in Table 3, there was
litt le doubt that the sequence Vr + Vs was correct, as
indeed might have been expected following the analy-
sis of the disordered crystals.

For this crystal a two-layer polytype occurred
without 3R(l ) spots being shown also, but other crys-
tals showed spots from two-layer polytypes together
with 3R(l) and one-layer tricl inic maxima. All extra
spots could be explained in this way, by including the
polytypes 2Tc(1,  2) ,  2Tc(1,  3) ,  and 2Tc(1,4) ,  ca lcu-
lated spot positions for these being shown in Figure
6d. No trace was found of any two-layer polytypes
other than these, or of more complex structures.

Discussion

Influence of potassium ions

A clear correlation between the nature of the dis-
order present in zussmanite and the chemical compo-
sition was established, and this can be explained
when the details of the LZ structure are examined.
Because of the three-layer periodicity and V, stacking
vector throughout, the sequence of structural units
along the c-axis of the hexagonal cell is: potassium
ion/three-membered ring/three-membered ring/ po-
tassium ion. . . . . . In the LZ structure the octahedral
component is distorted out of the plane of the layers,
this distortion being away from a potassium cation
on one side and towards a three-membered ring on
the other side of the layer. As there are potassium
cations and three-membered rings on either side of
the octahedral component, this component is there-
fore distorted alternately up and down. Owing to
sil icon-oxygen bonds between layers, the six-
membered rings enclosing a potassium ion are
comparatively close together, comparable O-O
distances in ferriannite and zussmanite beins 3.40 A

*Types of dlsorder!  s lrght (A),  moderate (B),  heavy (C),  and

severe (D).
**overal l  symetry:  rhonbohedral  (R),  t l lc l ln lc (Tc).

***0n1y dl f fuse wl@ preaeot.

and 3.18 A. ttre strain on the network accomodating
these cations can therefore be expected to be high,
and as suggested by Lopes-Vieira and Zussman, it
seems probable that the structure alleviates this strain
by placing successive potassiums as far apart as pos-
sible. This is achieved by repeated use of the V'
vector, adjacent potassiums being closer if any other
vector is used. When the crystals become depleted in
potassium, therefore, the tendency towards disorder
will increase, as observed experimentally in the potas-
sium-poor margins, due to the reduction in the strain
involved in using other displacement vectors. Use of
the vectors Vr-.; and V'r- ', would entail having adja-
cent potassium ions extremely close together, a most
unfavorable situation, and hence these vectors would
be almost totally absent, as found experimentally.
Indeed, the strain involved in using these latter vec-
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FIc. 6. (a) o-axis zero level precession photograph of a crystal showing mainly one-layer triclinic
polytypes; (b) calculated spot posrtions for polytypes of the lZc(2)- and l7c(8)-type; (c) c-axis zero-level
precession photograph of a crystal showing a two-layer triclinic polytype; (d) calculated spot position for
polytypes of the 2Tc (1, 2)-type. (a and c taken with iron-filtered cobalt radiation, 30 kV, 20mA)

tors might be high even when all potassium is re-
moved, as there was no evidence for their use in the
severely disordered triclinic crystal studied.

Published values of ionic radii (Shannon and Pre-
witt, 1969) give the radii of Fe2+ and Mnr+ as 0.77
and 0.82 A respectively. Increasing substitution of
manganese into the octahedral component of the lay-
ers might therefore be expected to give a correspond-
ing increase in cell dimensions, but this was not ob-
served. Owing to the fact that the layers are
constrained in the ab plane by the silicon-oxygen
network, and that the high pressures under which
zussmanite is believed to form would inhibit any
increase in layer spacing, inclusion of manganese into
the layers would therefore put more strain into an
already quite severely strained network. However if,
as in the outer margins of the crystal, there is a
deficiency of potassium ions, then the removal of
their associated strains would facil i tate the in-
corporation of manganese into the layers, thus pro-
ducing the observed composition relations.

The features described so far can be explained in
terms of the strain due to adjacent potassium ions.
When second-nearest potassiums are considered,
however, a possible explanation for the lack of 180"
rotation of octahedral components becomes evident,
at least in those parts of the crystals with relatively
high potassium contents. In a hypothetical structure
where alternate octahedral components were rotated
by 180o, i.e. alternate use of V, and V', vectors, a
two-layer hexagonal cell would result, stil l keeping
adjacent potassium ions as far apart as possible, but
with a sequence along the c-axis of potassium
ion/three-membered ring/potassium ion/three-mem-
bered ring. . . . . . Along the c-axis a three-membered
ring would therefore be flanked by two octahedral
components, both distorted towards it, and second-
nearest potassium ions would be closer than in the
LZ structure. One might expect this situation to be
energetically unfavorable owing to insufficient space
between the layers for the three-membered ring in
question, and, as with the substitution of manganese
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Tlst-r 3. observed and calculated lFl's for the two-layer triclinic polytype isolated and in
other possible structures
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for iron, any increase in the interlayer spacing to
alleviate this would also not be favored. Under such
circumstances, therefore, the rhombohedral arrange-
ment would be preferable, but this explanation would
clearly not hold for a potassium-deficient structure.

Polytype formation
One of the most significant features in the distribu-

tion of polytypes was that they occurred exclusively
in at least moderately, or more usually, severely
disordered crystals, and although some near-perfect
rhombohedral crystals were noted, no near-perfect
triclinic polytypes were found. Any mechanism for
polytype formation must therefore take into account
their apparent connection with the presence of dis-
order.

Consideration of second-nearest potassium ions, as
described above, can be used to explain the formation
of the one-layer triclinic structures. If a sequence of
consecutive V, vectors is broken by a V, vector, a
region of the crystal around that vector which is very
similar to the hypothetical hexagonal structure will
be created, although no rotation of octahedral com-
ponents is involved. This results from the fact that V,
is very nearly equivalent to V',. Considerable strain
would result from the interuption of a V, sequence in
this way, and one might at first expect other, similar
mistakes to keep away from the region in question.
However, if a second V, vector is introduced immedi-
ately after the first, and then another etc., a small
region of lTc(2) structure, very similar, regarding the
disposition of second-nearest potassium ions, to the
alternative rhombohedral 3R(l') structure will be set

up, and the strain associated with this region will only
occur at the boundaries between it and neighboring
3R(l) regions. lTc(2)-type regions formed in this
manner would therefore always be found with 3R(l)
regions, as observed, because without the latter there
would be no tendency for V, vectors to cluster to-
gether in the manner found. They would also tend to
be associated with a disordered state, owing to the
fact that they result from mistakes within a 3R(l)
region. The comparative scarcity of lZc(8)-type re-
gions then follows from the fact that these vectors lie
quite close to the V, vector and would therefore
create less strain when interspersed in a V, sequence.
Hence there would be less tendency to build up regu-
lar I Tc(8)-type regions.

When the crystals become depleted in potassium,
the tendency for faults to associate as described
above would diminish, producing progressively
greater disorder, and an absence of the 3R(l) struc-
ture, as observed experimentally. Under such condi-
tions, faults could then start to space themselves out
evenly throughout the lattice, producing 2Tc(1,2)-
type structures, if there were sufficient faults to have
one at every alternate layer. A possible reason for
evenly-spaced faults of this type could arise from the
fact that there may be some residual strain in the
structure resulting from the presence of three-mem-
bered rings. Such strains would be small compared to
those created by the presence of potassium ions, and
would play no part in determining the stacking se-
quence when potassium was present, as in the rhom-
bohedral structure successive pairs of three-mem-
bered rings superimpose directly. In the absence of
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potassium, however, a hexagonal-type structure, with
alternate three-membered rings as far apart as pos-
sible, could be favored, and if such a structure is, as
the experimental evidence appears to indicate, impos-
sible to form, then structures of the 2Tc(l , 2)-type are
a close approximation to it. As the strains involved
are much smaller than in the rhombohedral form,
there would be more l ikelihood of these structures
being severely disordered, and as such ordering of
vectors would occur in potassium-free regions, the
formation of 2Tc(1,2)-type structures in crystals
where no rhombohedral fqrm was evident would be
favored. Experimental observations tend to confirm
this, although the number of crystals displaying this
type of structure was relatively small.

Faulting mechqnisms

The exact means by which faults are introduced
into the structure of zussmanite is open to some
speculation, and is almost certainly connected with
the means by which the mineral itself forms. If the
faults are introduced as zussmanite crystals form in
an unoriented fashion from a matrix, it seems im-
probable that structures involving I 80' rotation of
octahedral components wil l not also form, at least in
the potassium-deficient regions of the crystals. An-
other possibil i ty, however, is that zussmanite forms
from an existing layer-sil icate which already has per-
fect rhombohedral stacking of layers, and that faults
are introduced during a rearrangement ofthe tetrahe-
dral components. Sti lpnomelane occurs associated
with zussmanite, and in view of the similar principles
upon which the two structures are based, might seem
a likely candidate for this role. However, careful ex-
amination of several sti lpnomelane crystals from the
same mineral assemblages revealed no intergrowths
with zussmanite, and X-ray studies indicated that
rotation of octahedral components in sti lpnomelane
occurred quite frequently.

An alternative to growth faulting in the manner
described above is a true deformation mechanism,
occurring after perfect crystals of zussmanite have
been formed. Faults could then be introduced by the
passage of dislocations with Burgers vectors having
components parallel to the octahedra edges through
the structure, but in view of the large numbers of
faults observed, this might be expected to produce
crystals showing the effects ofsuch a shear process. In
general, such effects were not visible in the crystals of
zussmanite examined in thin section, although in
some of the samples there was evidence for a defor-
mation process in some of the coexisting phases. Fur-

ther investigations on the origin and arrangement of
such stacking faults are continuing, especially by lat-
t ice resolution techniques, which provide a powerful
means of studying the disposition of stacking faults
and polytypic modifications. When used in the ana-
lytical mode, the electron microscope also provides a
means of investigating fine-scale compositional varia-
tions, both in zussmanite and in the phases coexisting
with it.
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